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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Héctor has contributed to the dictionary with 217 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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20 palabras con h
I grabbed the dictionary that does not bite

a pies juntillas
Idiom to ensure believes in something.

a uña de caballo
sombrerera-tusilago - farfara -

abietina
LARICINA

actos masones
Acts of masonry or Freemasonry

aguzanieves
ACAÑITATA-SLEETS-SMALL-APURANIEVES-AVECILLA-PAJARITA OF THE CAUDATRÉMULA-DORADILLO
SNOW-SPECIES-CULIBLANCO-NUN-PEZPITA-PEZPITALO-MOTACILA-PIZPITILLO-NEVETERA-RABICANDIL-MISS
-

alferecia
ERIL

alianzas
Action ally. Connection or kinship contracted by marriage. Double ring. Union of things for the same goal.

ambigu
Cafe, restaurant, tavern, bar, canteen, fube

anga
Anga: asteroid 3158.atmosfera above a point - poor - unfortunately - delay - delay - wait -

angostura sinaloa
Angostura city of the State of Sinaloa

antonimo de trancon
Decongestion

antonimo de tristisimo
Lively, hilarious, achispadisimo, excitadisimo



añuñuy
Mapuche Word gestures of affection-Cuddles

apaulado
Paul: marshy ground covered with herbs

aprestad wikipedia
Of dressing: prepare, arrange ( you need ) for one thing. Dress fabrics

arauz
Variant of the surname araoz

ascienda
Ascend: climbing in general

asesorias
plural of office from the office of Adviser asesor.plural.

atisva
The correct is atisba:vigia - atalaya -

atollo
I atollo of mud which means: stuck ( stay detained ). C.Rica: get dirty or spread something sticky.

avora
African Palm

águila ratera águila ratonera
ratera Eagle Eagle mousetrap is incorrectly written, and should be written as "MILEON" being its meaning:<br>MILEON

bachaca
It has reddish, and Kinky hair large and voracious Ant in the Formicidae.

banco de arena
dry - sequero - thirsty - sequio-

barrunto
INDICATION PRESUMPTION GUESSES GLIMPSE

batatas
Sweet potatoes or potatoes - plural of perennial plant of edible stem



bering
Bering Island in the sea of the same name ( part of the Pacific Ocean ). Also Bering.Vitus Bering, Danish Explorer
island.

biftec
Also steak or steak. Slice of beef or beef roast.

biftec
also steak-steak: slice of roast beef or beef roast

biosocial
Bio prefijó life and social, concerning the social sociedad.Comportamiento of animals, including human beings.

bipedación
ORTOGRADISMO

booger
English word which means: mucus-brat

borreras
Borrero: Minister which carries the death penalty. Deprecated: executioner.

brahmaputra
40 Asia River; It is one of the longest ). It originates in the Kubigrangri.

cacoquimio
PERSON THAT YOU HAVE SADNESS OR DISGUST THAT IT CAUSES TO BE PALE AND MELANCHOLY

cadillos
Plural of cadillo:planta humbelifera-wart-flower of the volatile olivo-Pelusilla of certain little time plantas-Perro-

calabaza
SQUASH

caminando sobre nubes
of nefelibata, person who goes through the roof, dreamy.

capote de monte
TRIGGER GUARD

carancanfunfa
lunfardo word which in the jargon is the dance of tango with interruptions



careta
LARVA

caulinares
that they originate from the stem or belong to the.

cendal
cendal is incorrectly written and it should be written as "burato" being its meaning:<br>burato

censuradores
Plural of censor. Censor: the censorship. Censorship: actions of failing in others their conduct, actions, etc.

cerdilla
Diminutive of bristle

cesina
Cecina or acecinada chacina:carne. Chile: sausage meat. Ecuador: you slice of fresh meat

chaimae
Hebrew name of baby which means life

chalunco
tinker - chamaluco - ( 41 Africanism;

charquito
Diminutive of charco-agua detained in the concavity of a land, natural or artificial

chaupicruz
Parish Church of the city of Quito ( 41 Ecuador;

chiflero
Hawker, Peddler

chihuila
Ball, millennia-old practice of indigenous peoples or Tarahumara Bullfight

chirijas
Chirija: dictionary of Caló - Gypsy means: doctrine.

cociguina
Correct: cosiguina volcano in Nicaragua



cohombro de mar
BALATE

colicano
Rabícano

colodra
ZAPITA

colonbiano
Correct: Colombia: in Colombia, country in South America

compadecerse
AMERCENDEARSEAPIADARSECONDOLERSEAPIADARSE

concepto de enfermedad prevalente
Most often disease

conducente
TRACTIVO

conmoverse
disturbed - concern -

contrae
Getting ( strengthen or reduce to lower volume or extension )

criminalizan
criminalize: attribute criminal character to someone

cruz patriarcal
Caravaca

cucumelo
White fungus of narcotic effects

decima
Spinel

desabasto
of way: deprived of supply to a person or people



desaire
DESCUERNO

descorporizar
the opposite of corporizar or corporeizar which means flesh out an idea or something else non-material.

descrear
Delete created

descrear
Delete created

diente incisivo
SHOVEL

diminorrea
Correct disminorrea: difficult, painful or irregular menstruation

dinamiza
Of boost: commissioning, transmit dynamism ( someone or something-) Perform

disectar
cut

dobladillo
PURSE SEINE

docimacia
Correct docimasia:arte of minerals to determine the nature and proportion of metals that contain. Series of tests that
undergoes the lungs of the fetus died to know if he breathed before he died.

dolicopodo
long standing

ecenografo
The correct word e:escenografo, which is dedicated to the scenery

egodistonicidad
Of egodistonico:Relativo behaviors, thoughts that are characteristic of I ( 41 ego; a person's

el miajon de los castuos
Work of the Spanish writer luis Chamizo.Palabra Extremadura, which refers to the chaste crumb



encreparonse
Correct encresparonse. From curl; Ensortijar-curling-enrage-irritated - stirring passions.

enemigadero
prone to fights

enrubiecidos
blonde color

enshrouded
English word which means: wrapped

escribano del agua
tejedera = Weaver

escribano del agua
tejedera = Weaver

espelucada
Espelucar or despeluzar: decompose mess up the hair of the head

eva luna
Novel by Isabel Allende in 1987.

evolucionario
Evolution: effect of transforming things gradually from one State to another. Moving of conduct, purpose or attitude

ex esposa
ex: before persons who ceased to be this significan.ex wife that is not it.

exacciones
Plural of exaccion:accion demand taxes, fines etc.

fecundo
uberoso

figar
S. dom. Try chopping a rooster to another.

flor de lis
amacayo



flor de lis
amacayo

floritura
Coloratura, edge, are embellishments of a melody.

fongo
Banana flat and thick shell

fruta de sartén
PESTIÑO - FRITTERS - BARTOLILLOS

galipote
PERSON ACCORDING TO THE POPULAR BELIEF, HAS THE VIRTUE OF MORPH IN ANIMAL OR PLANT

gravedad
pesadura

habian
had is incorrectly written, and should be written as "had" being its meaning:<br>3rd person verb have

harca
IDALAS

hermana de leche
COLLAZA

hiadas
Hiadas and/or Hiades:grupo of stars in the constellation Taurus

hierba jabonera
-saponaria - lanaria

hilanderia
filatura

homofoga
the homo and Phage Fem prefixes. Dining room-Eater

horchateria
horchateria - chuferia



huehue
Derived from huehuetlán ( municipality in the State of San Luis Potosi ) that means old town

huraño
montesino

igrejas
Church: from the latin icclesia. DeSUS. Church

ijpatlas noyoyo
Nahuatl ( 41 indigenous Word;

imagenes de mate cimarron
Bitter mate or without sugar

inbesil
Correct: idiot: alelado lacking in reason

inducción magnética
EPAGOGE

inoportuno
UCRONICO

involuntad
Unwillingness - grudgingly

isoterapia
From the Greek isos, equal, and therapia, terapeutica:metodo based on power, force action PARS induces to cure
disease

iter mas
tubular passage

izquiniabundo
borborundo - esperibunada - cogitabunda ( 41 Peruvian definition;

jaira
In can: goat

jarapellinoso
seating mampolon



jauja con ejemplos
In region of the peru:nombre that everything wants to present itself as kind of prosperity and abundance is denoted

jesus en hebreo
LORD - LORD

koari
Cataract koari of Peru

kobani
Kobani or kobane; City of Syria

lahares
Plural of lahar; Flow of mud on slopes of active volcanoes.

letanica
FEM. litany; Procession of prayers and penances. Litany also: list-string - long enumeration

limite de frontera
Term, boundary, boundary of a border ( a 41 State border;

luian
clude, which means redeem ( a census ) as flee. chile: wrinkle-ajar-burnishing the alfajero ( the pottery ) - rozarce one
thing with another, abrade. mexico: ludir

lujurioso
'M

malquerencia
DEFIANCE

manantial
EMANADERO

marquear
mark a ground for planting in the.

mesurado
seriously

mocorito
Town and river in the State of Sinaloa Mexico



moradores
Plural of inhabitant which usually resides in a place

mordiscar
Amoscar

morigerando
Of discipline: avoiding the excesses

nacascol
Correct: nacazcol or nacasccolo or nacascolote. Divided, plant

nata vegetal
Cream is a fatty substance in the milk, the vegetable is different from the usual cream because its fats are of vegetable
origin

necedad
badajada

niño de pecho
BABY - RORRO

omero
NUMBER = ulmus Latin. ALDER. FRANGULA. THE FAMILY TREE OF THE BETULACEAS.

origen dela palabra huanengo
typical Michoacan, white Mexico.es blouse and has brilliant embroideries.

palabra guaremate
Which makes him errands

palacaguina
Municipality of the Department of Madriz, in the Republic of Nicaragua

pallium
PALUDAMENTO

parahiliar
Pulmonary pneumonia. Next to the pulmonary hilum.

patraña
humbug is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PASTRIJA" as meaning:<br>PASTRIJA



peixos
Terrestrial vertebrate animals

perdiz pardilla
PARTRIDGE

perro cruza de dogo y lebrel
ALANO

petete
sock with little leg and bent using the point mujeres.zapato for children who do not walk.

petrofilico
Concerning the petrofilia-rock formations

pie de liebre
LAGOPO

pisapasitos
said of a person, acting with malice and overlapping.

placetas
Diminutive of square. Chile: plain in a hill or height.

pleuras
Plural of pleura ( 41 serous membrane;

poligomio
The frequency poligomio consists of a series of segments that join the points whose coordinates are the core values of
each class and whose ordinates are proportional to their respective frequencies.

polvadal
Correct polvazal, polvareda:cantidad of dust that rises from the Earth

porción de agua de regadío
Alema

prepatogenesis
symptoms prior to the pathogenesis and/or patogenia.parte of pathology that studies the way of fathering a morbid State

prespectiva
Correct foresight: 41 1; It refers to the futuro.2 ) set of analyses and studies in order to explore and predict the future of a



particular matter.

pulqui
Jet airplane built in argentina.

pupilas isocorias
Of the same size. The term is usually used to refer to the equality of the two pupils of the eyes

que significa - meridiano de greenwich
Imaginary circumference that unites poles and gets its name by crossing the English town of Greenwich

que significa balandronada
BRAVADO

que significa flanqueda
Correct e:Flanqueado - da: defended by the flanks

que son salares
Plural of salt: salt, salt marsh

quijones
acula

radiaciones
Plural of radiation, effect of radiate: emission of energy particles

recoger velas alguien
AGOLAR ABATE

refrenaban
curb: hold or reduce - contain - suppress - correct

reluja
From relujar: icing, Polish ( something )

rendir armas
STILL

retaliatorias
Of retaliatorio which means spirit of war



rey de armas
HERALD

rey de armas
HERAUTE

salir del closet
CLOSET: WARDROBE - TOILET -

semihidropico
Partially I hidropico, I Hidropico that it suffers from dropsy, insatiable, thirsty,

serrucho de trozar
Similarly to the current but larger, for ordinary cuts of thick wood

simpleza
BOBADA = CANDOR = PURITY = INNOCENCE = OPENNESS

sinónimas de pelota vasca
PLE or ble:variedad of the Basque ball game

solazarnos
Of take effect to comfort ( recreation, relief of the 41 works;

solubre
Soluble

staying
English word which means staying

subordinario
Correct: sub-ordinario. That is under regular.

taco de ojo
go see a girl or cute boy

tatabron
Correct: Tatabropecari

termotanque
Device electric or gas used to heat water for domestic use



teytes
Chieftains of the tribes of Nicaragua

toalla
HAZALEJA = FAZALEJA

tornaba
Render: restore - restore - turn the parva. Move ( a person or thing ) their nature or State.

trailero
Truck driver.

trapecio andino
Region of Peru's poverty review

trasijadares
From trasijado: which has the ijares picked up because of not having eaten or drunk recently.

tribulacion en hebreo
grief - grief - torment

trofismo conservado
A set of organic functions related to the nutrition of cells or tissues. This definition is not accepted by the RAE.

tropella
Correct outrage: outrage ( 1; 41: messy fast. Vexation, abuse. Outrage ( 2 ): magical art that changes the appearance of
things.

uniracial
That is a single race

vaina
JERUGA

valemadrista
Person that matter little else

vericuentos
vericuento is incorrect the valid Word is VERICUETO which means: harsh, high and broken place where it walks with
great difficulty, complicated and difficult issues,

virigaza



Vidarra

volan dillas
Correct is volandillas ( ) and/or twinkling ( ): by air or lifted from the ground - quickly

vulgar
adocenado - da

xiloa
Laguna de Nicaragua

y mi sopa de chícharos
Guisante.And. chickpea

yolian
Own name

zoico
Sufijal element which enters into the formation of the meaning of animal words

zollarse
Rub

zontle
Mexico; Unit for measuring firewood equivalent to 400 log, divided in 20 packages of 20 logs each

zumbel
COWHIDE


